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Introduction to SpinQuest

• SpinQuest (E1039) is a fixed-target experiment at Fermilab designed to mea-
sure the Sivers asymmetry for the light antiquarks in the nucleon using the
Drell-Yan process [1].

•The experiment will use a 120 GeV unpolarized proton beam from the Main
Injector at Fermilab.

• Polarized targets containing protons (NH3) and deuterons (ND3) will be used
so that we may probe the asymmetry for ū and d̄ quarks separately.

The process can be written as:

HA(PA) + HB(PB, S) −→ γ∗ + X −→ µ− + µ+ + X

Feynman diagram of polarized Drell-Yan: In the figure above, HA is the unpolar-
ized proton beam impinging on the polarized proton HB. The red arrow shows that
the protons in the target are transversely spin-polarized. In most events, a quark from
the beam proton will annihilate with an anti-quark from the target proton, producing a
virtual photon which will decay into a dilepton pair.

SpinQuest Spectrometer

The spectrometer from the SeaQuest [2] experiment will be used in the Spin-
Quest experiment. The triggering and tracking elements of the detector are
designed to identify dimuon pairs from the decay of the virtual photon that is
produced via quark anti-quark annihilation, the so-called Drell-Yan process.

SpinQuest Spectrometer: The beam-line direction is from left to right. The solid iron
magnet FMag acts simultaneously as a beam dump, a hadron absorber, and as the first
magnetic focusing element. The KMag is the momentum measurement magnet, and
unlike the FMag it has an open aperture. The hodoscope arrays, wire chambers, and
proportional tubes are shown in the diagram.

Bend plane (top) view of SpinQuest spectrometer: Red and blue lines show tracks
of positive and negative muons penetrating into the spectrometer, respectively.

Scintillator Hodoscopes for Triggering
Scintillator hodoscope planes are situated in four stations (N = 1, 2, 3 and 4).
Those Hodoscopes are categorized as x-measuring hodoscopes (HNX) and y-
measuring hodoscopes (HNY), according to their paddles orientation.

• In the Station 1 and Station 2 hodoscopes, each plane is split into two parts;
the x-measuring hodoscopes are split into top and bottom halves (e.g. H1XT
and H1XB), while the y-measuring hodoscopes are split left and right (e.g.
H2YL and H2YR).

• Station 3 has only a single plane of x-measuring hodoscopes (H3X), and sta-
tion 4 has one plane of x-measuring hodoscopes (H4X) and two planes of
y-measuring hodoscopes (H4Y1 and H4Y2).

•The high voltage (HV) for the PMTs of the hodoscope is provided by a
LeCroy 1440 High Voltage System, where each 1443 card has 16 indepen-
dently controlled High Voltage outputs. We can control the high voltage to
the PMTs using our internal network. The nominal voltages have been set in
the range between 1400-2000 Volts.

Hodoscope planes in stations 1 and 4: (a) A picture of scintillator hodoscopes lo-
cated at the first tracking station, H1Y (on the left, partly hidden) and H1X (on the left,
fully shown). Each hodoscope plane is split into two half-planes of parallel scintilla-
tor paddles. (b) From left to right is shown the x-measuring hodoscope, y-measuring
hodoscope plane 1, and y measuring hodoscope plane 2 in station 4.

Forming Trigger for Commissioning SpinQuest
•To commission the spectrometer, a so-called ”NIM trigger” is used; so-named

because simple NIM logic electronics are used. Currently we observe cos-
mic rays passing through the detector, but the NIM trigger will also be used
initially when the beam becomes available.

•The main physics trigger will be constructed in a field-programmable-gate-
array (FPGA). Noah Wuerfel is presenting that in another poster.

•Discriminators are used to determine the time at which each hodoscope ele-
ment has fired and to create trigger primitives for construction of more com-
plex triggers.

• Plateauing the voltages of the different hodoscope elements is another im-
portant use of the NIM trigger. Comparison between the cosmic coincidence
rates and noise rates is needed before we turn on the proton beam.

NIM Trigger : The Figure shows how a NIM trigger can be established in the Spin-
Quest experiment. In (a) we see how linear signals from hodoscopes (for example
H1X) get discriminated and in (b) we see how we can make the coincidence of the
discriminated signals which come from different hodoscope planes.

Getting Hodoscope Hit Information
Once we have the trigger ready we can use that to see coincidences between
different hodoscope planes. To do that we run the detector overnight and get
the hit information from the data acquisition system.

•The gate generator is used to give a 5 secs window to the TDC, thus physics
events will be counted for 5 secs every minute; this emulates the pattern of
beam spills.

•The trigger supervisor is an interface between the trigger system and data
acquisition system. A TDC is a device that measures a time interval and con-
verts it into a digital output. The output file, which contains hit information
of the hodoscopes in binary format, is decoded for further analysis.

Getting Hodoscope Hits: The Figure shows how a trigger timing gives us hodoscope
hit information.

Hodoscope Hit Information
The DAQ system is working. We have started to optimize the high voltage for
individual PMTs and to find/repair bad hodoscope channels.
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The hit information for top plane of hodosocope H1X.
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The hit information for bottom plane of hodosocope H1X
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